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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The distributed remote X-in-the-loop environment is located on the various places
of the XILforEV project partners (EFS, ITANNOVA, TUD, ELAPHE, TUIL). This
document introduces the configuration and commissioning of the test environment
and describes the functionality for the implementation of four XILforEV use cases.
The set-up of the local individual test benches is explained with the focus on the
establishment of the network connection at hardware and software level. Finally,
the corresponding functional tests are demonstrated for XILforEV use cases.
Deviations: The project works related to this Deliverable are being carried out in
full compliance with the XILforEV objectives. There are no deviations from the
actions set in the Grant Agreement.

KEYWORDS:

remote environment, shared test environment, brake blending
studies, ride blending, integrated chassis, fault case studies, use cases,
requirements, HIL, XIL, specification

ABBREVIATIONS
BMS Battery Management System
CAN Controller Area Network
CPU Central Processing Unit
DAVSi Delft Advanced Vehicle Simulator
ECU Electronic Control Unit
ESC Electronic Stability Control
EV
Electric Vehicle
FMU Functional Mock-Up
GUI Graphical User Interface
IWM In-wheel motor
HIL Hadrware-in-the-loop
MIL Model-in-the-loop
MUT Motor-under-Test
NTP Network Time Protocol
PC
Personal Computer
PCU Propulsion Control Unit
RCP Rapid Control Prototyping
ROM Reduced Order Model
RT
Real-Time
RTT Real Time Transmission
SUT System-under-Test
TRIL Test-rig-in-the loop
UDP User Datagram Protocol
WLTC Worldwide harmonized Light-duty vehicles Test Cycles
WLTP Worldwide harmonized Light vehicles Test Procedure
XIL
X-in-the-loop

This research receives funding from the European Community Horizon 2020
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INTRODUCTION
The XILforEV distributed remote test environment is a network of test facilities
located at the XILforEV partners’ sites. This environment is being implemented in
four configurations as indicated below:
•

•

•

•

Remotely connected XIL environment “EV brake blending control”:
▪ HIL with the brake control components (EFS);
▪ Brake dynamometer with foundation brake (TUIL);
▪ Full vehicle software simulator (EFS).
Remotely connected XIL environment “EV ride blending control”:
▪ Shaker test rig for active suspension (ITAINNOVA);
▪ Driving simulator (TUD);
▪ Electric powertrain and full vehicle software simulator (SISW-SAS).
Remotely connected XIL environment “Integrated EV chassis control”
▪ Shaker test rig for active suspension (ITAINNOVA);
▪ Driving simulator (TUD);
▪ HIL with the decoupled electro-hydraulic brake system (TUIL);
▪ Brake dynamometer with foundation brake (TUIL);
▪ Powertrain test rig with installed electric motor (TUIL);
▪ Full vehicle software simulator (SISW-SAS).
Remotely connected XIL environment “EV fail-safety”:
▪ Propulsion unit test rig (ELAPHE);
▪ Powertrain test rig with installed electric motor (TUIL);
▪ Full vehicle software simulator (SISW-SAS).

The testing facilities are connected using global, Internet-based network. The
following chapters give a documentation of integration activities: software and
hardware preparation, test rigs preparation, network connection establishment and
functional tests running.

This research receives funding from the European Community Horizon 2020
Framework Programme under grant agreement No. 824333
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USE CASE 1 “BRAKE BLENDING”
2.1. General Remarks
The XILforEV use case “Brake Blending” has been already subjected to the distributed
local XIL environment introduced in Deliverable 4.1. An additional XIL-configuration
has been further implemented in the form of a remote environment. The structure
of the remote test environment is given on Figure 1.

EFS

TU Ilmenau (TUIL)
Master
Full Vehicle
RT Simulation

Slave

Slave

ESC ECU HIL
Test Bench

RT Simulation

Brake Disk
Dynamometer

DS1007

DS1006
Application
Rassberry Pi

Application

Gateway

Application

Application

Gateway

Gateway

remote XIL UDP Network
Figure 1: Structure of Remote Test Environment for “Brake Blending” Use Case

2.2. Real-Time Vehicle Simulator by EFS
The full vehicle simulator represents the master component of the test environment.
This master includes the modelled full vehicle, the test scenario management, and
the driver model.
2.2.1. Hardware
Table 1: Technical specification of the used dSpace Real-Time system

Simulator System
Processor-Board
HIL-IO-Board
PHS LWL Converter
Processor-Board
Flex Ray Carrier with 4 Flex Ray Modules
PHS LWL Converter
HIL-IO-Board
Encoder Board
ADC_Board
FPGA Board
Ethernet Interface
dSpace Release
Host interface

Component
DS1006-05 QC
DS2202-01
DS802_02_Master
DS1006-02 QC
DS4505_01 with 4x 4340
DS802_02_Slave
DS2211-01
DS2002_01
DS3001_01
DS5203LX50
DS4121 ETH
dSpace Release 2018-A
ISA bus

This research receives funding from the European Community Horizon 2020
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The master of the local distributed test environment is realized using a dSpace RealTime system, Table 1, with a DS1006 Processor Board, Table 2. The required tasks
like running the vehicle model, subsystem models, vehicle control system, network
connection and scenario management are distributed to the available processors.
Table 2: Technical Specification DS1006 Processor Board

Parameter
Processor

Memory

Timer

Interrupt
controller

Interfaces

Host interface
Multiprocessor
system

Physical size
Ambient
temperature
Cooling
Power supply

Specification
• Quad-core AMD Opteron™ processor, 2.8 GHz
• 4 x 64 kB L1 data cache, 4 x 64 kB L1 instruction cache, 4
x 512 kB L2 cache, 6 MB L3 cache
• 1 GB DDR2-800 SDRAM local memory for the application
and dynamic application data
• 4 x 128 MB DDR2-267 SDRAM global memory
• 2 MB onboard boot flash memory for boot firmware
• Application flash memory on compact flash card
• For each core: 3 general-purpose timers
• Synchronous time base unit (STBU) for multiprocessor
systems
• For each core: one interrupt controller with 18 different
interrupt sources
• The interrupt sources of the connected I/O boards can be
handled from each core via internal Gigalinks.
Serial interface:
• RS232 interface with standard UART allowing transfer rates
of up to 115.2 Kbaud
Connection to I/O boards:
• PHS++-bus interface
• 32-bit I/O bus for modular I/O configuration
• Peak transfer rate 20 MB/s
• Up to 64 PHS-bus interrupts
• One full-size 16-bit ISA slot required
• Interface via eight 16-bit I/O ports (ISA bus)
• Building multiprocessor systems with further DS1006
Processor Boards
• Up to 20 DS1006 Processor Boards
• Up to 4 high-speed links via one DS911 Gigalink Module on
each DS1006
• Possible cable length of up to 100 m
340 x 125 x 15 mm (13.4 x 4.9 x 0.6 in)
0 ... 40 °C (32 ... 104 °F)
Active cooling (fan)
ISA bus:
• +5 V ±5%, 2.0 A (without DS911)
• +5 V ±5%, 3.0 A (with DS911 as of module revision 2.0)
• +12 V ±5%, 1.5 A
• CPU power connector: +5 V ±5%, 20 A

This research receives funding from the European Community Horizon 2020
Framework Programme under grant agreement No. 824333
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2.2.2. Software
The model for local tests from TU Ilmenau has been used for the simulation. This
model were introduced in Deliverable 3.2. The communication layer has been built
as described in Deliverable 1.2. In addition, further blocks for UDP connection were
implemented to establish the connection between EFS and TUIL, Figure 2. The realtime system is controlled in general by dSpace ControlDesk.

Figure 2: UDP Blocksets Used by EFS for Communication with TUIL
Table 3: UDP payload received and transmitted between simulators

Data from Master Simulator EFS to Slave Simulator TUIL
192.168.60.2 to 172.21.213.76 – Port: 25004
Description
Range of values
Unit
Clock
Simulation Status
Demand Brake Pressure FL
Demand Brake Pressure FR
Demand Brake Pressure RL
Demand Brake Pressure RR
Demand Wheel Speed FL
Demand Wheel Speed FR
Demand Wheel Speed RL
Demand Wheel Speed RR

0 – inf
Predefined Integer
0 – 120
0 – 120
0 – 120
0 – 120
0 - 2500
0 – 2500
0 – 2500
0 – 2500

[s]
[1]
[bar]
[bar]
[bar]
[bar]
[rpm]
[rpm]
[rpm]
[rpm]

Data from Slave Simulator TUIL to Master Simulator EFS
172.21.213.76 to 192.168.60.2 – Port: 25004
Description
Range of values
Unit
Clock Return
Dyno Status
Actual Brake Pressure
Actual Brake Speed
Actual Brake Torque
Actual Brake Disc Temp.

0 – inf
Predefined Integer
0 – 120
0 – 2500
0 – 5000
0 – 1000

[s]
[1]
[bar]
[rpm]
[Nm]
[°C]

This research receives funding from the European Community Horizon 2020
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The data processing works on a dSpace DS1006 real-time system with a clock
frequency of 1 kHz. An additional device, Raspberry pi, is used to re-direct UDP
packages like an additional router for analysing the communication processes. The
messages sent and received between the EFS and TUIL test components within the
XILforEV network are presented in Table 3.
The simulation states are continuously exchanged between master and slave
components that ensures a defined running order in XIL experiments. These states
are defined and implemented as described in Deliverable 4.2.

2.3. Brake Test Benches
The ESC-HIL test bench represents the brake control system of the real vehicle and
delivers realistic brake line pressure values to the simulation, which are required for
each wheel, for example, from the electronic stability control (ESC) unit during the
driving manoeuvres. Within the XILforEV project, a so-called “wet” ESC-HIL test
bench is connected remotely as a slave in the XIL- Layout.
The messages sent and received from the ESC ECU HIL within the XILforEV network
are presented in Figure 3. All Datatypes are defined as double or Boolean, Table 4.
Table 4: FlexRay payload received and transmitted on EFS HIL test bench

Description
Clock
Simulation State
Brake Pedal Position
Wheel speed
Vehicle speed
Description
Clock Return
Test Bench State
Actual Brake Pressure FL
Actual Brake Pressure FR
Actual Brake Pressure RL
Actual Brake Pressure RR

Data from Master to HIL
Bus Communication
Range of values
0 – inf
Predefined Integer
0–1
0 - 2500
0 - 200
Data from HIL to Master
Bus Communication
Range of values
0 – inf
Predefined Integer
0 – 120
0 – 120
0 – 120
0 – 120

Unit
[s]
[1]
[1]
[rpm]
[m/s]
Unit
[s]
[1]
[bar]
[bar]
[bar]
[bar]

Figure 4 shows the mapping of the messages received from the master to the internal
state of the test bench.
In addition, this distributed remote XIL configuration uses the TUIL brake
dynamometer, which has been introduced in Deliverable 4.2.

This research receives funding from the European Community Horizon 2020
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Message from Master

EFS ESC ECU

Message to Master

Test bench

Clock
Simulation State
Brake pedal
position
Wheel speed
Vehicle speed

Clock Return
Test bench state
Brake pressure
Bus
Communication
Figure 3: EFS HIL Test Bench Message Structure

Figure 4: Slave Test Bench Status Mapped to HIL with Decoupled Electro-hydraulic Brake System
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USE CASE 2 “RIDE BLENDING” AND USE CASE 3
“INTEGRATED CHASSIS CONTROL”
3.1. Introduction
The distributed remote XIL test environment for Use Cases “Ride Blending” and
“Integrated Chassis Control” is shown on Figure 5. Three hosts – ITAINNOVA, TUD and
TUIL – are involved in both cases. The difference consists in the use of the electric
motor as the real-time model in Use Case 2 and as a real component installed on the
powertrain test rig in Use Case 3. As the suspension components, the elements of
ACOCAR suspension of TENNECO are being used.

Figure 5: Structure of Remote Test Environment for Ride Blending

3.2. Suspension Test Bench with Active Suspension Components
The XILforEV suspension test bench node is composed of a hardware-in-the-loop test
bench and a quarter car simulator allowing testing of active suspension prototypes,
Figure 6. The bench includes Rapid Control Prototyping (RCP) hardware to replace
the ECU of the active suspension if needed and the actuators to apply load to the
system.
3.2.1. Suspension test bench and communication
In the course of this project, the suspension test bench is developed from an
electrical servo-actuator stand-alone test bench for quarter car testing to a fully
hardware-in-the-loop capable test bench for active suspensions.
The TRIL controller is a Real-Time System running Veristand that is connected to
XILforEV UDP network, the controller of the servo-actuator and a dSpace
microAutobox that prototypes the ECU of the active suspension. This system also
connects to an NTP server for time synchronization and a PC for GUI and data logging.

This research receives funding from the European Community Horizon 2020
Framework Programme under grant agreement No. 824333
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The Veristand system also provides options for further monitoring and logging as well
as running observer algorithms in a PC. The new and updated suspension test bench
architecture is shown in Figure 7. The overview of the suspension test bench
communication is shown in Figure 8.

Figure 6: Bench Frame, Damper and Test Bench Actuator at Suspension Test Bench

Figure 7: Suspension Test Bench Hardware

This research receives funding from the European Community Horizon 2020
Framework Programme under grant agreement No. 824333
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The actuator test bench is running in speed/position control mode. The speed and
position are controlled by the lineal motor of the test bench and the command is
calculated from the vehicle model simulation. The voltage to the valves of the
suspension actuator and the speed of the pump are calculated from the force demand
by the AutoBox controller and sent by cabled signals and CAN network.
3.2.2. Network
The suspension slave bench receives the simulation clock, the simulation status, the
position and speed of the suspension, and the force demands for the actuator from
the master. This is shown on Figure 9 and Figure 9. The UDP message to the master
includes the clock return for delay calculation, the test bench status, measured
suspension speed, position and force.
The detailed specification of the UDP messages is shown in Table 5. Messages to port
50000 includes current values only. Messages to port 50001 includes information of
current values and prediction values for delay and dropout compensation. The values
time1, time2, time3, time4 and time5 are the simulation time of the corresponding
variables.

Figure 8: Suspension Test Bench Communication Overview

This research receives funding from the European Community Horizon 2020
Framework Programme under grant agreement No. 824333
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Message from Master
Clock

Suspension
Test Bench

Message to Master
Clock Return

Simulation Status

Testbench Status

ACOCAR Position

ACOCAR Position

ACOCAR Speed

ACOCAR Speed
Application

Demand
ACOCAR force

ACOCAR Force

Gateway

XILforEV Network
Figure 9: Suspension Test Bench – X-in-the-Loop Structure

Table 5: UDP payload received and transmitted on suspension test bench

Data from Master to Suspension
192.168.10.110 to 192.168.30.2 – Port: 50000
Description
Range of values
Unit
Clock
Simulation Status
Simulation time
Position ACOCAR
Speed ACOCAR
Demand Force ACOCAR
Control Mode ACOCAR

0 – inf
Predefined Integer
0-inf
-0.2 – 0.2
-15 – 15
-15000 – 15000
Predefined Integer

[s]
[1]
[s]
[m]
[m/s]
[Nm]
[1]

Data from Suspension to Master
192.168.30.2 to 192.168.10.110 – Port: 50000
Description
Range of values
Unit
Clock Return
Test bench Status
Simulation time
Force ACOCAR
Status ACOCAR

0 – inf
Predefined Integer
0-inf
-15000 - 15000
Predefined integer

[s]
[1]
[s]
[N]
[1]

This research receives funding from the European Community Horizon 2020
Framework Programme under grant agreement No. 824333
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192.168.10.110 to 192.168.30.2 – Port: 50001
Description
Range of values
Unit
Clock
Simulation Status
Simulation time1
Position ACOCAR1
Speed ACOCAR1
Demand Force ACOCAR1
Control Mode ACOCAR1
Simulation time2
Position ACOCAR2
Speed ACOCAR2
Demand Force ACOCAR2
Control Mode ACOCAR2
Simulation time3
Position ACOCAR3
Speed ACOCAR3
Demand Force ACOCAR3
Control Mode ACOCAR3
Simulation time4
Position ACOCAR4
Speed ACOCAR4
Demand Force ACOCAR4
Control Mode ACOCAR4
Simulation time5
Position ACOCAR5
Speed ACOCAR5
Demand Force ACOCAR5
Control Mode ACOCAR5

0 – inf
Predefined Integer
0-inf
-0.2 – 0.2
-15 – 15
-15000 – 15000
Predefined Integer
0-inf
-0.2 – 0.2
-15 – 15
-15000 – 15000
Predefined Integer
0-inf
-0.2 – 0.2
-15 – 15
-15000 – 15000
Predefined Integer
0-inf
-0.2 – 0.2
-15 – 15
-15000 – 15000
Predefined Integer
0-inf
-0.2 – 0.2
-15 – 15
-15000 – 15000
Predefined Integer

[s]
[1]
[s]
[m]
[m/s]
[Nm]
[1]
[s]
[m]
[m/s]
[Nm]
[1]
[s]
[m]
[m/s]
[Nm]
[1]
[s]
[m]
[m/s]
[Nm]
[1]
[s]
[m]
[m/s]
[Nm]
[1]

Data from Suspension to Master
192.168.30.2 to 192.168.10.110 – Port: 50001
Description
Range of values
Unit
Clock Return
Test bench Status
Simulation time1
Force ACOCAR1
Status ACOCAR1
Simulation time2
Force ACOCAR2
Status ACOCAR2
Simulation time3
Force ACOCAR3
Status ACOCAR3
Simulation time4
Force ACOCAR4
Status ACOCAR4
Simulation time4

0 – inf
Predefined Integer
0-inf
-15000 - 15000
Predefined integer
0-inf
-15000 - 15000
Predefined integer
0-inf
-15000 - 15000
Predefined integer
0-inf
-15000 - 15000
Predefined integer
0-inf

[s]
[1]
[s]
[N]
[1]
[s]
[N]
[1]
[s]
[N]
[1]
[s]
[N]
[1]
[s]

This research receives funding from the European Community Horizon 2020
Framework Programme under grant agreement No. 824333
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3.2.3.Suspension Modes
The microAutobox computes setpoints for the ACOCAR valves and the speed of the
hydraulic pump. The ACOCAR suspension have three modes of control. The modes of
control are:
•
•
•

0. Safety. The ACOCAR controller does not provide current to the valves of
ACOCAR and the pump do not work.
1. Semi-active. The ACOCAR controller generates force using the valves, but
the pump is not working.
2. Active. Valves and pump are used for force generation.

3.2.4. Suspension test bench status
The general test bench status definition is mapped to the suspension test bench as
shown in Figure 10.

Master Simulation
Status
Simulation
Status == 1

Slave – Suspension Test Bench Status
off
(0)
[START] network
communication

Simulation
Status == 2

idle
(2)

Confirm receive
messages

Simulation
Status == 4

[Check] operator
ready

Simulation
Status == 6

Receive initial
speed, position &
force demand

start wait
(4)
setting speed ,
position, torque
& force demand

start simulation
(6)

Simulation
Status == 8

Simulation loop

simulation loop
(8)

Simulation
Status == 11

Set speed & force
to zero

set idleEnd
(11)

Switch to

off
(0)

Simulation
Status == 15

Operator info
„Shutdown“

Figure 10: Slave Test Bench Status Mapped to Suspension Test Bench with ACOCAR Suspension

3.3. Delft Advanced Vehicle Simulator Hardware Layout
The Delft Advanced Vehicle Simulator (DAVSi) is shown on Figure 11. The simulator
is used for research directions: i) comfort in automated driving; ii) biomechanical
This research receives funding from the European Community Horizon 2020
Framework Programme under grant agreement No. 824333
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studies related to human posture and design of new seats; iii) steering feel and design
of steering assist functions; iv) automated symbiotic driving; and v) human factors
for automated driving. The 6 DoF motion system based on eM6-670-2000 is capable
to generate up to 1 g in all directions and covers the frequency range of 0.1 Hz – 10
Hz. The dynamic threshold values for the latency of platform motion are in the range
of 10 to 20 ms depending on the direction of motion. The curved rigid projection
screen covers horizontal and vertical fields of view for 210 0 and 450, respectively.
The generated image is projected by three Barco F50 WQXGA – VizSim Bright
projectors through hardware blending & warping using the multi-image processors:
Barco WB2560. A half-car Toyota Yaris mock-up with a controllable interface via CAN
(levers, buttons, air-co, etc.) is used and extended by the control loading system
SENSO-Wheel SD-LC (rated torque 7.5 Nm, peak torque 15 Nm) to provide haptic
feedback. The simulator is operated in hard real-time using the dSPACE Scalexio
system. For vehicle simulation, AMESIM software is used, for visualization IPG
CarMaker is used.

Figure 11: Driving Simulator

The simulator has a frequency range of 1 Hz – 10 Hz, performance of the platform is
summarized in Table 6, motion frequency response presented on Figure 12, the
overall layout of the hardware is summarized on Figure 13.
Table 6 : Simulator characteristics

Motion
Surge, m/s2
Sway, m/s2
Heave, m/s2
Roll, deg/s2
Pitch, deg/s2
Yaw, deg/s2

Excursions
‐ 0.51 … 0.63
‐ 0.51 … 0.51
‐ 0.42 … 0.42
± 4.3
‐ 25.4 … 28.4
± 5.0

Velocities
± 0.81
± 0.81
± 0.61
± 35.0
± 38.0
± 41.0

Accelerations
± 7.1
± 7.1
± 10.0
± 260.0
± 260.0
± 510.0

This research receives funding from the European Community Horizon 2020
Framework Programme under grant agreement No. 824333
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Figure 12: Motion Frequency Response of Simulator

Figure 13: Simulator Hardware Layout

This research receives funding from the European Community Horizon 2020
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USE CASE 4 “FAIL-SAFE AND ROBUSTNESS STUDY”
4.1. Introduction
The distributed test setup of Use Case 4 is designed for the fault case handling of
the Elaphe Propulsion Unit (PCU). It consists of two hardware-in-the-loop test
benches. The first bench is located at Elaphe and tests the PCU and has one physical
in-wheel-motor (IWM) attached to it. This bench also performs the simulation of the
Audi e-tron vehicle model and any missing IWM motor models. The second test bench,
located at TUIL, is a modified version of the IWM test bench presented in Deliverable
4.2.
The complete distributed test setup is shown in Figure 14.

Figure 14: Structure of Distributed Test Environment for Use Case 4

The following chapters give a documentation of the preparation of participating
systems, the network connection and the functional tests.

4.2. Bench Controller and Test Master
4.2.1. General Remarks
The RT Platform located at Elaphe controls the IWM-Bench developed by Elaphe,
interfaces to the PCU, the system-under-test (SUT), controls the IWM-Bench at TUIL,
and runs the Audi e-tron vehicle dynamics and Elaphe IWM motor models. Both are a
test bench controller and the controller of the distributed test case.
The RT platform uses a co-simulation approach, to couple the multiple subsystems
together in a flexible and efficient manner. The simulated subsystems can use
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different solvers, have different timescales and can run on different CPU cores. The
RT platform co-simulates the different simulation models in real-time, interfaces to
the physical subsystems and controls (start, stop, supervise) the test execution. The
tests are run in hard real-time, using a user-defined timestep of 1ms for the complete
system.
4.2.2. Hardware
The bench controller of the Use Case 4 test environment uses a Siemens Simatic
IPC547G as hardware platform. Table 7 shows the technical specification of the used
Siemens Simatic IPC547G.
Table 7: Technical Specification Siemens Simatic IPC547G

Specification

Parameter
CPU

•
•
•
•
•

Intel Xeon E3-1275 v5, 3.6 GHz
Number of Cores: 4
L1 cache: 128 kB + 32 kB (data +
instruction) per core
L2 cache: 256 kB per core
L3 cache: 8 MB total

•
•

8 GB RAM memory (DDR4)
480 GB SSD

Ethernet interface

•

2 Integrated Gigabit Ethernet I/O
interface

CAN interface

•

Ixxat CAN-IB600/PCIe; dual CAN 2.0
interface card

Memory

4.2.3. Software
The used models and control architecture have already been described in Deliverable
4.1. These models are uploaded to the RT Platform and connected to allow the
proper data exchange between the models. For this purpose, the built-in user
interface of the RT Platform is used.
In addition to the work presented in Deliverable 4.1, these software modules have
been prepared:
•
•

A network communication module which implements the communication
protocol presented by TUIL in Deliverable 4.2.
The CAN environment emulation module was adjusted to the fact that there
are now two real IWM’s present, which do not need to be simulated. Hence,
their CAN traffic does not have to be emulated for the PCU any longer.
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4.2.4. Data acquisition
The RT platform, as the central exchange of information, is predestined to also
acquire the co-simulation data of the individual test runs and send it to external data
acquisition solutions.

4.3. Master Elaphe IWM Test Bench
4.3.1. General Remarks
This first test bench represents the master in the distributed XILforEV master-slave
environment for Use Case 4. It is located in Slovenia. The real-time simulation
platform connects the physical PCU and the in-wheel motors to a simulated vehicle
environment. The test bench will control two simulated IWM and one physical IWM
that is in a back-to-back configuration with the actuation motor. The fourth inwheel-motor will be controlled on the second test bench that is located at TUIL in
Germany. Section 4.4 will describe this second test bench.
4.3.2. Physical Sub-systems
This section explains the different physical sub-systems present on the master test
bench. Figure 15 shows the complete hardware setup of the master test bench with
all physical components.
Propulsion Control Unit: The PCU controls both longitudinal and lateral dynamics of
vehicles for all independently driven motors. It generates torque requests based on
the driver commands (throttle and brake pedals), the Battery Management System
(BMS) or charge state and IWM inverter states (speed and torque).

Figure 15: Elaphe IWM Test Bench Scheme

In-wheel Motors: The Elaphe L-type motors are designed as in-wheel motors
intended for direct-drive applications with high torque requirements. They are
liquid-cooled synchronous motors with an outer rotor, a high number of poles and
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excited by permanent magnets. The Elaphe L1500 in-wheel motor is designed to be
installed on either front or rear axle in two- or four-wheel drive applications.
Actuation System: The most efficient way of testing electric motors is to emulate
the mechanical loads electrically. The main mechanical part is the steel
construction, with two direct-drive motors coupled together by couplings and a
torque sensor. The first motor runs the system (working in the traction quadrant),
while the second one loads the system (working in the generator quadrant). The
actuation system uses the same propulsion components (direct-drive motors,
inverters) as a real vehicle. The inverter of the motor-under-test can be controlled
in either torque or speed mode and tested in either the traction or braking quadrant.
Both inverters are controlled by the RT platform. The test set-up is presented on
Figure 15. In this test bench the first motor is driven in torque-mode, while the
second motor is controlled in speed-mode.
4.3.3. Virtual Sub-systems
The following subsections sum up the different virtual sub-systems of the master test
bench. Most of them have already been detailed in Deliverable 4.1.
Vehicle Model: The vehicle dynamics model, shown in Figure 16, has been updated
(as compared to the first XILforEV release) to include interface variables such as
throttle and brake pedal positions, steering wheel angle, velocities and torques, to
and from the scenario manager, PCU and in-wheel motors.
In-wheel Motor Model: On this test bench the reduced order model of the Elaphe
IWM propulsion model has been used. The model is created in MATLAB Simulink,
Figure 17. This ROM is based on measurements performed on a real IWM, stored in
lookup tables. This simplification does not compromise the accuracy of the results
but significantly lowers the computation complexity. The IWM model also contains
the ability to simulate the occurrence of a two-phase short circuit fault.
4.3.4. Scenario Controller
The test scenario is separated from the vehicle dynamics model, to ensure
independent parameter selection. Having the testing scenarios as an individual cosimulation sub-system also allows to easily swap out the scenario to run a test under
different circumstances. The test scenario contains a simple vehicle velocity
controller, using a proportional gain. The model expects the actual vehicle speed
from the vehicle dynamics model as input and sends the requests for the steering
wheel angle, brake pedal and throttle pedal positions in return.
4.3.5. Fault-case models
The fault injection models for torque inversion and lost communication expect two
types of inputs: the vehicle torque request for each motor and for each motor a 0/1
value to switch between normal operation and failure. Depending on these last
binary values, the models output either the normal operation torque request for each
motor, or the failure torque request (inverted torque or zero torque). The fault
injection model for short-circuit only expects one type of input: the binary value to
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switch between normal and failure mode. It outputs this flag to the in-wheel motor
model, which will change the state to be in short circuit. The fault case models haven
been integrated into the CAN bus emulation.

Figure 16: Vehicle Model Created in Simcenter Amesim

Figure 17 In-wheel Motor Model Created in MATLAB Simulink
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4.3.6. CAN Bus Emulation
Part of the SUT is the Elaphe PCU which controls and monitors the IWMs. It interfaces
via a CAN bus to four motor controllers / inverters, and to the BMS. Therefore, the
test bench described in this paper must mimic the environment of a real vehicle
system, including the CAN bus traffic, to the PCU.
The PCU, the inverters, and BMS have their own dedicated CAN bus, such that the
interference of other participants on the CAN bus does not have to be considered.
The RT platform dedicates one CAN bus interface (0) to the PCU, all messages
between the PCU and the rest of the system are routed through the RT platform.
The RT platform performs a message level CAN bus emulation model (CAN model).
This CAN model interfaces to the other virtual sub-systems, i.e. the vehicle dynamics
model, the scenario controller, the IWM models, and of course to the real inverter
on the test bench. This inverter, together with the load motor are connected to the
second CAN bus interface (1) of the RT platform.
For two of three fault cases (being related to CAN messages, being either lost or
having an undetected bit error), the faults get injected by the CAN model. The
command to simulate a short circuit is relayed by the CAN model to the
corresponding IWM model, which will inject the short-circuit. The latter has been
done to ensure that there is always the same delay between injecting a fault and the
fault taking effect.

Figure 18: Functional Overview of Master Bench

4.3.7. Virtual/Physical Interfacing
The interfacing between the virtual and physical subsystems is done via two CAN bus
interfaces (0 and 1). CAN bus interface 0 connects the RT platform to the PCU and
over this interface the CAN bus emulation model recreates the normal CAN bus
traffic. CAN bus interface 1 connects the RT platform to the actuation system of the
test bench, i.e. the in-wheel motor and the load motor. The virtual subcomponents,
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consisting of hand coded FMUs, Simcenter Amesim generated FMUs, MATLAB Simulink
models and the CAN bus interfaces are part of a co-simulation executed by the RTplatform. The co-simulation is scheduled using a Jacobian scheduling scheme, in hard
real-time, by the co-simulation master, which performs the data exchange between
the co-simulation slaves. Figure 18 shows the overall signal flow in the final test
bench.
The execution of the co-simulation is supervised by a test execution commander,
which arms the test, runs the test, and ensures clean termination of the test. The
commander also monitors the test and terminates the test execution once a cosimulation slave detects an unsafe state, crashes, or becomes unresponsive.

4.4. TUIL IWM Test Bench
4.4.1. General Remarks
In the course of this project, the AVL Dynospirit powertrain test bench has been
extended from a stand-alone test bench for conventional engines to a fully hardwarein-the-loop capable test bench for electric in-wheel and on-board motors. The test
benches control logic needed to be extended since the original architecture is not
capable of sending and receiving parameters via UDP network.
The dSpace MicroLabBox is a Real-Time System that works as a gateway between the
XILforEV
UDP network and the test bench software PUMA Open. The MicroLabBox
IWM Test Bench
Overview
also provides options for further monitoring and logging as well as running observer
algorithms. The new and updated In-wheel Motor test bench architecture is shown
on Figure 19.

AVL

motor control

PUMA Open

CAN

CAN
dSpace MicroLabBox

XILforEV Network

Figure 19: IWM Test Bench Communication Overview

The powertrain test bench is running in speed/torque control mode. The speed is
controlled by the dyno of the test bench. The torque request is generated by the
PCU located at ELAPHE host, while the speed is determined by the vehicle dynamics
model running at ELAPHE host.
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4.4.2. Network
The IWM slave bench receives the simulation clock, the simulation status, and the
torque and speed requests over the network. The UDP message to the master
includes the clock return for delay calculation, the test bench status, measured dyno
speed and measured dyno torque as well as the reported IQ and ID values from the
Inverter. The detailed specification of the UDP messages is shown in Table 8.
Table 8: UDP payload received and transmitted on IWM test bench

Data from Master to IWM
172.21.213.42 to 172.21.213.32 – Port: 25000
Description
Range of values
Unit
Clock
Simulation Status
Demand IWM Torque FL
Demand IWM Torque FR
Demand IWM Torque RL
Demand IWM Torque RR
Vehicle long. Speed
UC4_Flag
INV_REF_PWM_Enabled
INV_REF_Ref_Sel
INV_REF_Reference
INV_REF_Discharge_limit
INV_REF_Regeneration_limit
WheelSpeed
InverterRefSendMessage

0 – inf
Predefined Integer
-1500 – 1500
-1500 – 1500
-1500 – 1500
-1500 – 1500
0 - 100
0-1
0-1
0-2
-4096 – 4096
0-100
0 – 100
-1000 – 1000
0–1

[s]
[1]
[Nm]
[Nm]
[Nm]
[Nm]
[m/s]
[1]
[1]
[1]
[1]
[%]
[%]
[rpm]
[1]

Data from IWM to Master
172.21.213.32 to 172.21.213.42 – Port: 25000
Description
Range of values
Unit
Clock Return
Test bench Status
Dyno Speed
Dyno meas.Torque
Obs. Torque FL
Obs. Torque FR
Obs. Torque RL
Obs. Torque RR
Iq_IWM
Id_IWM
U_DC
I_DC
SpeedIWM
TorqueIWM
InverterFastStatusReceived

0 – inf
Predefined Integer
0 – 2000
-1500 – 1500
-1500 – 1500
-1500 – 1500
-1500 – 1500
-1500 – 1500

0-1

[s]
[1]
[rpm]
[Nm]
[Nm]
[Nm]
[Nm]
[Nm]
[A]
[A]
[V]
[A]
[rpm]
[Nm]
[1]
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4.4.3. Handling of Use Case 4 Data
For Use Case 4, the device-under-test is the PCU, which exchanges CAN messages
with the IWM inverters. To test the PCU it is therefore important to only issue a CAN
message to the Inverter once the PCU has sent the message, which is different from
the other use cases where no PCU is present. Furthermore, the response the fourth
IWM inverter generates must be made available to the PCU. To cater for these needs,
the UDP data part was extended with the fields InverterRefSendMessage and
InverterFastStatusReceived, which indicate to the MicroLabBox when to send the
IWM invert reference CAN message, and to the Elaphe bench controller when the
IWM inverters sent the fast status message. Also, the Elaphe bench controller needs
to know the speed and generated torque by the IWM by the MicroLabBox.
4.4.4. IWM Test Bench Status
The general test bench status definition is mapped to the IWM powertrain test bench
as shown in Figure 20

Master Simulation
Status
Simulation
Status == 1

Slave – IWM Powertrain Test Bench Status
off
(0)
[START] network
communication

Simulation
Status == 2

Confirm receive
messages

Simulation
Status == 4

[Check] operator
ready

Simulation
Status == 6

Receive initial
speed & torque

idle
(2)
start wait
(4)

setting speed &
torque

start simulation
(6)

Simulation
Status == 8

Simulation loop

simulation loop
(8)

Simulation
Status == 11

Set speed &
torque to zero

set idleEnd
(11)

Switch to

off
(0)

Simulation
Status == 15

Operator info
„Shutdown“

Figure 20: Slave Test Bench Status Mapped to Powertrain Test Bench with Elaphe In-Wheel Motor
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ESTABLISHMENT OF NETWORK CONNECTION
The first step
establish and
participants of
documented in

to a functional remotely shared X-in-the-loop environment is to
test a reliable and secured network connection between the
the various Use Cases. The connection performance and delays are
the following for every Use Case.

5.1. Use Case 1
To demonstrate a remote distributed X-in-the-loop environment, experiments were
established between EFS ESC-HIL test bench and a brake dynamometer from TU
Ilmenau over a distance of 300 km. Various pin-to-pin of MIL-to-MIL tests were carried
out together with colleagues from TU Ilmenau to determine the possible transmission
delay. As a result, a delay of real time transmission (RTT) can be stated with 15 ms.
This leads to the conclusion that it is neglectable for brake applications. This means
that the XiL connection is established successfully for the Brake Blending use case.
Figure 21 shows the round trip time logged in a functional test. The mean delay can
be observed with 15 ms and is quite constant. Jittering cannot be obtained. A
periodic increase of the delay can be observed every two seconds. The doubling of
RTT indicates a packet loss every two seconds. The cause is under investigation. One
lost packet every two seconds means a loss rate of 0.05 %. This can be accepted since
all real-time criteria are still met.

Figure 21: Roundtrip Time between EFS and TU Ilmenau
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5.2. Use Cases 2 & 3
For the Use Cases 2 and 3 the network connections between TUD and ITAINNOVA as
well as between TU Delft and TUIL are required.
5.2.1. ITAINNOVA – TUD Connection
To demonstrate a remote distributed X-in-the-loop environment, experiments were
established between ITAINNOVA suspension test bench and the master from TU
Ilmenau over a distance of 1800 km and ITAINNOVA and TUD over 1200Km,
respectively. Various tests were carried using ping tool between ITAINNOVA-TUIL and
ITAINNOVA-TUD for checking the RTT using standard PC. The Measured RTT for ICMP
packages going through the VPN is 40ms in both cases.
The delay measured using real time control of the suspension test rig and the real
time simulators shows a RTT of 70ms using UDP packages. The increment of signal
Global Clock received by the test rig send by the master is used to calculate the
dropout of packages. The test rig read UDP messages at 1KHz and there were 21 lost
packages in 350.000 readings, so dropout rate is 0.006%

Figure 22: Differences in Consecutive Global Clock Signals Received by Slave at ITAINNOVA

As a result, a delay of real time transmission can be stated with 70 ms, but
modifications in the tunnel potentially can reduce this until 40ms. This leads to the
conclusion that the delay is not negligible for ride blending applications and delay
compensators and optimization design of the VPN could be necessary in the final
experiments of the XILforEV project.
5.2.2. TUD – TUIL Connection
The geographical distance between Delft in the Netherlands and Ilmenau in Germany
can be measured with 480 km. The ICMP network test shows a mean delay of 16 ms.
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Figure 23: Roundtrip Time between TU Delft and TU Ilmenau

Figure 23 shows the round trip time of a UDP packet between a dSpace Scalexio
system in Delft and a dSpace MicroLabBox in Ilmenau. The mean delay is obtained
with 23 ms. No noticeable jittering has been observed. The connection can be
assumed as very reliable since no spikes in the delay indicate any packet loss.

5.3. Use Case 4
The network connection module, developed by SISW-NV to interface to the TUIL IWM
test bench, has been tested. The communication module worked correctly and
managed to switch the IWM test bench into the simulation state, and data has been
exchanged between the two systems. For test purposes, the IWM test bench at TUIL
has sent a sine signal for the DC-Current signal. Figure 24 shows the received signal.
The communication module is now ready for the next integration step once the Use
Case 4 test bench is being assembled at Elaphe.

Figure 24 Test Signal Received by SISW-NV RT platform

In a next test the latency between the TUIL IWM test bench and the SISW-NV
development platform was measured. Figure 25 shows the outcome of these
measurements. While most of the time the latency as in the area of 30-40ms, besides
a short time frame between 38s and 45s of the simulation time. Such artefacts are
subject to the system tuning during the further final experiments.
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Figure 25 Measured round trip time between TUIL IWM Bench and SISW-NV development platform.
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FUNCTIONAL DEMONSTRATION
6.1. Use Case 1
As functional demonstration of the described XIL connection, the data obtained from
the measured transfer are used. The received signals of the EFS simulator (Master)
are depicted in Figure 26. Similar measurements were done at TU Ilmenau (Slave).

Figure 26: Received signals of the EFS simulator (Master)

This confirms the functionality of the connection and that the above defined signals
can be received / sent by both sides. As a next step, coupled simulations of driving
maneuvers are intended.
Within the Work Package 4, the following driving maneuvers were carried out to
confirm the functionality of the described XIL connection between EFS ESC HIL and
TUIL Brake Dyno test bench.
WLTP: This protocol represents a customer-oriented driving cycle, which is globally
valid and accepted. During the study, the pre-defined speed trace was considered to
study the dynamic behavior of the system. The characteristic of the measured brake
line pressure levels derived from the EFS-test bench (which are the set point values
in the connected simulation), and the brake torque obtained from TU Ilmenau (which
are sent back as the current value for RT full vehicle simulation) are depicted in
Figure 27. Additional diagrams are given on Figure 28, Figure 29, and Figure 30. This
proofs, that the required brake pressure can be simulated on the dyno and that
during driving simulation the real values of brake torque and brake temperature are
considered.
Brake application from 50 km/h to stand still: After acceleration the vehicle to a
speed of 50 km/h (= 13,9 m/s), a brake application with a certain pedal travel (half
of the maximum value) to stop the car was carried out. This test was done to validate
the system limits. As a result, instabilities were obtained after a longer brake
pressure apply (Figure 31).
The realized tests confirm the functionality of the connected test bench simulation
between EFS (Gaimersheim, Germany) and TU Ilmenau (Ilmenau, Germany). The pre-
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defined signals are transferred properly and are considered for RT simulations.
However, due to the connection of two test benches with their own control loops
and certain transfer delays, instabilities were observed. Hence, it is intended to
adjust the control parameters to ensure a stable brake application (without
vibrations) during the final experiments.

TU Ilmenau Dyno

EFS ESC HiL

Figure 27: WLTP Test Results

Figure 28: WLTP Test - Measured Brake Dyno Speed
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Figure 29: Measured brake disc temperature

Figure 30: Measurements for a particular braking manoeuvre from WLTP
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EFS ESC HiL

TU Ilmenau Dyno

Figure 31: Braking to Stand Still

6.2. Use Case 2 & 3
In Use Cases 2 and 3 the IWM motor test bench or motor models located in Ilmenau
as well as the active suspension test bench located in Zaragoza are implemented into
the master simulation system in Delft. Both integrations are now demonstrated.
6.2.1. Functionality Proof for Suspension Test Bench
As functional demonstration of the described XIL connection, data obtained from
TUD (Master) controls the ITAINNOVA suspension test rig (Slave) and TU Ilmenau
(Slave). First, a verification that the master orchestrates the co-simulation using the
signal MasterState is performed. The graph show state of the suspension test rig
following the commands of the master at TUD.
The received signals of the Delf simulator (Master) and the reproduction of the
position in the suspension test rig are shown on Figure 32 and Figure 33. Similar
measurements were done using TU Ilmenau as master.
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Figure 32: State of TUD Master and Suspension Test Rig

Figure 33: Position ACOCAR Signal and Response of Suspension Test Rig

6.2.2. Functionality Proof for IWM RT Models and IWM Test Bench
To demonstrate the function of remotely connected IWM models and IWM test bench,
respectively, a WLTC test is performed. The master simulation calculates a torque
demand and actual wheel speed for every wheel by the vehicle control system based
on the driver input. The demand is being sent to the connected remote system, which
uses models or a test bench to obtain the actual torque. The actual torque is
transmitted back to the master simulation and taken into account to accelerate or
decelerate the vehicle.
Figure 34 shows one section WLTC. The vehicle can follow the speed demand as
expected by using remotely connected IWMs. The actual torque is delayed to the
torque demand with about 23 ms which is close to the network delay.
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Figure 34: WLTC Functional Test with IWMs – Torque Demand and Torque Actual

6.3. Use Case 4
This section demonstrates the functionality of the Master Elaphe IWM Test Bench
with Elaphe L1500 In-wheel-motor. The results shown in this section correspond to
the test setup detailed in Figure 18: Functional Overview of Master Bench.
The test scenario is the same as the reference scenario used in Deliverable 4.1. The
vehicle accelerates until 23 m/s, stays at that speed for a few seconds, and then
decelerates until 0 m/s. The PCU receives acceleration and brake pedal commands
and converts those into current requests for the four inverters and IWMs, see Figure
35. The simulated motors and physical motor then report their actual rotational
velocity and torque outputs (Figure 37 and Figure 38 respectively). The actuation
motor that is connected to the motor-under-test, receives a rotational velocity
request (Figure 36) and outputs both torque and rotational velocity (Figure 39).
The motor-under-test (MUT), physically present on the test bench, represents the
rear-left motor of the electric vehicle. To avoid high torque shocks at the beginning
and end of a test, the inverter of the MUT has been limited to a current of 100 A.
Hence, the PCU sends a limited current request to both rear motors, to avoid
asymmetry. This is visible on Figure 35. The IWM rotational velocity and torque
outputs in Figure 37 and Figure 38 still have a high peak at the beginning, which
means that the start-up phase of the test bench still has to be optimised. At around
25 s, even though the vehicle is supposed to be constantly decelerating, the velocity
has a sine fluctuation. Because the acceleration and brake pedal commands given to
the PCU can only be 0% or 100% for now, the motors decelerate too fast according
to the desired velocity profile. Hence, the acceleration pedal is pushed again, the
PCU gives non-zero current requests to the inverters and the motors accelerate
again. This is a minor issue, which can be solved through the system tuning.
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Figure 35: Current requests sent by the PCU to the four inverters

Figure 36: Velocity request sent to the inverter of the actuation motor

Figure 37: In-wheel-motor rotational velocity outputs
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Figure 38: In-wheel motor torque outputs

Figure 39: Actuation motor output torque and output rotational velocity

6.3. Concluding Remarks
With the completion of functional tests described in Section 6 of this report, the
readiness of all involved XILforEV test facilities at the consortium participants can
be confirmed. These preliminary tests have also identified several minor artefacts
and shortcomings in the communications and the test bench controllers, which have
nevertheless no essential negative influence on the overall experimental programme
and will be optimised during the final trials of Use Cases in Work Package 5 of the
XILforEV project.
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